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APRIL MEETING
Tuesday, APRIL 6, 2021
Zoom Meeting Invite to follow

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Hi everyone!
I’m not sure about April Showers but we got some pretty good ones in
March! Sitting on my design wall right now is a lovely child’s quilt all in pastels, it
reminds me of an Easter egg which makes it perfect for this time of year. What
sort of Spring traditions did you have when you were a child? I grew up in the
desert and spring was a gorgeous time of year: blue skies, perfect temperatures,
and the downhill side of the school year...perfection! I always get a bit more
energy this time of year. I just have to figure out where to channel it.
What are you doing with your energy this time of year? I finally have both of my
Covid vaccines and I’m feeling a bit more free than I’ve felt in a year. I think all
of us are looking forward to in-person meetings and we are planning for the guild
to meet in person in September - everyone cross all your fingers and toes that
this plan comes to fruition.
Wasn’t our March program fun! I enjoyed the workshop by Janice Rivera as
well, and have every intention of finishing the project so I don’t have another
UFO!! We have a terrific program planned for the April meeting, see what Judy
has to say about it.
Try to notice what nature is revealing to us on a daily basis, it's a good way to
stay mentally healthy and calm.
Keep your pins sharp and don’t forget to send in your sharing photos,
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APRIL PROGRAM
RAMI KIM IS OUR APRIL PROGRAM
Hi Everyone!
For April's Zoom meeting, we are happy to have Rami
Kim from the Sacramento area present her lecture on
"Asian Designs in a Modern World".
She is a former DNA scientist who is now a nationally
and internationally known artist/quilter/instructor who has
won 19 Best of Show wins for her innovative wearable
art.
She is also an author of four books: "Folded Fabric
Elegance", "Friendship Dolls", "Quilted Elegance",
and "Elegant Cotton, Wool, Silk Quilts".
We will get to hear about her journey from Seoul, Korea
to the United States as she made a career change from
Biochemistry to Quilting Arts.
Don't forget to ask her about how many Barbie clothes
she has made and how many sewing machines she
owns!
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APRIL PROGRAM
RAMI KIM IS OUR APRIL PROGRAM
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FUNDRAISING
SEASIDE GIVE AND TAKE BONANZA
DATES TO REMEMBER!!
• APRIL 3 & 4: 9AM- 12PM DROPOFF
• APRIL 6:
9:30AM – 12:30PM SHOP, CHAT & DONATE
DONATIONS: Please bring items of good quality - Fabrics, orphan blocks,
notions, threads, books, patterns, maybe home baked goods (yum) etc. It
will be the items you donate that will make this Bonanza a success. Do
not bring old clothing or other items best suited to Charitable stores.
Please bring your own shopping bags to take your new treasures home in.
CALL FOR YOUR TIME SLOT (Covid precautions)

Please call me, Gillian 858 527 2201 to book your spot. If for some
reason I’m unable to answer leave your name and number and I’ll get
back to you.
Our plan is to continually refresh and add new items to the Give and Take
tables so don’t feel if you miss the first time slot there will be nothing
left... there will be.
Sign up times 9.30 - 10 am
10.15 - 10.45am
11 - 11.30am
11.45 - 12.15pm
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MARCH PROGRAM
COLLAGE QUILTING WORKSHOP

We hope you enjoyed last month's program with Janis Rivera, a certified
Laura Heine instructor. We enjoyed seeing all her beautiful collage
quilts and wish you could see them in person, because they are full of
fun fabric and details. Now I have to add fabrics that are good for
collage to the shopping list! So fun to see little details like flowers used
for wheels or eyes, etc. It certainly makes you look at your fabric in a
whole new light! For those that took the workshop, let's try to finish or
at least have the top done by the end of March so Chris can show them
at the April Zoom meeting. Please forward a photo of your collage to
Chris by the end of March.
Note from Jo Vroman regarding needles for quilting the collage:
I got my quilted and forgot to change to these needles until after my
first pass and my needle was already gummed up. Even with these I
broke two needles. I got these on Amazon
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SEASIDE PROGRAMS 2020-2021
DATE

SPEAKER

TOPIC

1/5/21

Becky McDaniel

Applique Journey

2/2/21

Mel Beach

Challenge Yourself

3/2/21

Janice Rivera

Collage Quilting Without Falling Apart.

3/3/21

Tour QuiltsPatricia Belyea
Zoom workshop Tokyo Quilt Festival
Teeny-Tiny

Janice Rivera

Truck, Cow, or Fox

4/6/21

Rami Kim

Asian Designs in a
Modern world – fusion
of Asian Designs with Western
Styles, Korean influences

5/4/21

Our very own,
Donna Hogle

Pictorial Quilts

6/1/21

TBD

Thank you
Rebecca
and Judy!
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OPPORTUNITY QUILT

MADE AND DONATED BY PATTI BROWN
50 X 64
$1.00 – 1 TICKET
$5.00 - 6 TICKETS
Send cash or check to Cindy Feagle
2834 Nipoma St.
San Diego, CA 92106
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BIRTHDAYS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY APRIL BABIES
The following members are
celebrating their birthdays in
March.
Chris Bernet
Ann Conn
Thelma Creamer
Joyce McCarthy
Ginny Pence
Patricia Rose

4/19
4/11
4/19
4/29
4/10
4/16

New door prize system
Each month there will be a drawing so
the Birthday people can send a small gift
that can fit into an envelope (i.e. needles
or gift cards) to winners of the drawing
among the people on the Zoom
meeting.
Patti Brown

FACTS ABOUT APRIL
• April is named for Aphrodite,
Goddess of Love
•

April’s Zodiac sign is (2)
domestic animals – Aries the
Ram and Taurus the Bull

•

April’s birthstone is the
diamond

•

April is Humor Month, so
laugh it up!

April flower: Daisy and Sweet Pea
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MEMBER QUILTS

CHRIS BERNET
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MEMBER QUILTS

backside
REBECCA JOHNSON

PATTI BROWN
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MEMBER QUILTS

JO VROMAN
To the sun

JO VROMAN
Sleeping cats

RONI CRIPPS
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MEMBER QUILTS

BARBIE LORENTZ
DEBBIE MURBACH

JUDY
UYEMURA
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MEMBER QUILTS

MARY ANN MOGA
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MEMBER QUILTS

LOIS HEATH

PATTI BROWN

JOYCE MCCARTHY

CINDY FEAGLE
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BLOCK OF THE MONTH
APRIL BLOCK OF MONTH BY DEBORAH LANCASTER

Fabric 1 - the ‘windmill blades’ (red in above photo) (4) 2-½ x 5”
rectangles bright color
Fabric 2 - background for windmill blades (white) (4) 4” squares, cut on
diagonal white, can have small print
Fabric 3 - both ends of windmill blades (turquoise) (4) 2-½” squares, cut
on diagonal contrasting bright color
Fabric 4 - sashing (black) (4) 1-½ x 5” rectangles black, can have small
print
Fabric 5 - center square (yellow) (1) 1-½” square a third bright color
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BLOCK OF THE MONTH
APRIL BLOCK OF MONTH BY DEBORAH LANCASTER

I think the assembly is pretty straightforward.
• Add the Fabric *3* triangles to the ends of each Fabric 1 rectangle.
• Add the Fabric *2* triangles to both sides of each Fabric 1 rectangle.
Unfinished size should be 4-¾” square.
• Sew the Fabric 5 square between 2 of the black Fabric 4 skinny
rectangles.
• According to the photo above, take 2 of the assembled squares
(windmill blades) and sew a black sashing between them.
• Add the pieced black sashing (with the center square) between the
two halves from the previous step.
UNfinished square is 10”

Press and admire!

You can make 2 - or 3 - more chances to enter and win!
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QUILT CHALLENGE
2020-2021 QUILT CHALLENGE – NOW !
The last time I was the challenge chair (2016), I encouraged people to do a quilt
focusing on something from 100 years ago. This time the theme is "NOW!" Do a quilt
that focuses on something happening now -- meaning during this 2020-2021 Seaside
Quilt Year. There are lots of things to choose from -- personal things from your own life,
the Pandemic, 100 Year Celebration of Women getting the Right to Vote, the Racial
Justice movement, the presidential election, the Impeachment (happened in January
but seems a million years ago), businesses closing, Zoom meetings, online shopping,
etc. Anything you want. Use any technique. Simple patchworks are great. Any size -- it
could be a tiny quilt, a potholder, a mug rug, a wall hanging, a lap quilt, or bed sized.
The deadline: the June meeting (SEPTEMBER 7th). Have fun!
Patt Seitas

Dakota County quilt exhibit
celebrates women’s right to vote
https://www.startribune.com/quilts-indakota-county-exhibit-celebrate-womens-right-to-vote/568703862/
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UFO CLUB
2020-21 MEMBERS
1. PATTI BROWN
2. JUDY UYEMURA
3. CHRIS BERNET
4. DEBBIE MURBACH
5. MARY LYONS
6. GINNY PENCE
7. PATT SEITAS
8. ANN CONN
9. CAROL SIMPSON
10. DESPO STEVENS
11. KAREN ZAPPONE
12. CINDY FEAGLE
13. REBECCA JOHNSON
14. SALLY STOVALL
15. JOYCE MCCARTHY
16. JUDY ROSS
17. ANDREA MAU
18. SUSAN RICHMAN
19. MARY ANN MOGA
20. BARBIE LORENTZ
21. JO VROMAN
22. BETH BERTSCH

Great job everyone finishing UFO's last
month. Here is a list of all the Club members who
finished one or more UFO's: Debbie Murbach,
Mary Ann Moga, Cindy Feagle, Rebecca Johnson,
Jo Vroman, Chris Bernet, Barbie Lorentz, Judy
Uyemura and last but not least, our winner of a
$20 gift card to JoAnn Fabrics is Patti Brown.
Congratulations to all of you who finished UFO's
and all your names will be put into the jar for
June's mega drawing. Don't forget to send your
UFO photos to Chris for April's zoom meeting so
she can show your handiwork and let Judy U.
know so she can put your name into the drawing.
Let's talk a little about how we organize our
WIP's(works in progress), UFO's and PhD's
(Projects half Done). Have you ever come across
fabric or a special ruler or pattern and
wondered why did I buy this? What project was it
for? Why are all these fabrics together but what
pattern was I going to use? I'm going to try to
keep all the things I bought for one project
altogether so this doesn't keep happening to me!
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UFO CLUB
SUBMIT IDEAS FOR PROJECT STORAGE
Here are some ways we can organize our projects:
1. Plastic bins (clear is nice so you can see inside)
2. Project bags
3. Baskets
4. Zip lock bags
5. Takeout salad containers (that one I got from
Chris Bernet!) Great idea, they are clear and they
hold a lot!
6. Boxes
7. Old tote bags that you don't use anymore
I find that projects need different storage
containers as some have more stuff to deal with
(books, special rulers, etc.). If you have any ideas
for project storage, please let Debbie Murbach
know and she will include it in the next
newsletter. Until then, try to get your projects
organized and keep up the good work finishing
UFO's!
Judy & Deb
Your UFO Encouragers (We mean finishing, not
making more UFO's haha)
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QUILT RETREAT
VINA DE LESTONNAC RETREAT CENTER
ally Stoval
Contact S
fast!
Space fills

39300 De Portola Rd.
Temecula, CA 92591
MAY 2021 – no retreat
SEPT. 16, 17, 18, 19, 2021
The prices are as follows:
Triple Occupancy - $335.00/person
Double Occupancy - $385.00/person
Single Occupancy - $525.00/person
This includes meals from noon Thursday, through Brunch Sunday, as well as all bedding,
towels, and sewing space. It is the deal of the century, as we make more fun on these
retreats than a quilter should be allowed to have!
To make a reservation a minimum $100 deposit will need to be made by December 15,
2020. It may be paid using one of several methods. To my knowledge there is no extra
charge to use these methods of money transfer. We will work on roommate preference
once the reservations are made.
•
•
•
•

PayPal – Sally Semm paypal.me/Seasideretreat123
Zelle – Sallysemm@mac.com It will put your deposit into an account called RETREAT
Venmo – Sally-Stovall (include the hyphen & there is a picture of me so you know it is
correct)
Or you can write a check and put it in the US Mail to: Sally Stovall 1720 W. Lewis St.
San Diego, CA 92103

LET THE FUN BEGIN!

Do you think we will all have received our vaccinations by September?
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COMMUNITY SERVICE
PROJECT LINUS
APRIL 2021
PROJECT LINUS

Project Linus work continues as we start to
pull out of this pandemic and we are getting
our vaccinations. We have contributed a
total of 80 quilts so far this year! The Linus
quilter of the month is Carol, with 6
completed quilts. All absolutely adorable. If
you want work to take home, please call or
email me. I have a large quantity of kits
ready to go and blankets that need your
creative touch (both long arm and simple
home machine quilting).
Thank you so much for your continued
support of the main charity outreach of the
Guild, especially those members who are
"regulars". Your time and devotion are
greatly appreciated.
~Linda Duggan~

COMFORT AND JOY
COMFORT CARDS
Joyce McCarthy will
send a card to
any member who
needs support.
Please let her know @
Phone: 858-272-4838
Email:
jtimeout@san.rr.com

Hi everyone,
The national Project Linus organization is
sponsoring a Knit and Crochet Along
event. I know a lot of you enjoy your crafts
beyond quilting.
Register to join
at www.ProjectLinus.org and you will
receive a pattern (knitting or crocheting) to
create a child sized afghan. Pattern
sections will be revealed each week for 8
weeks beginning Saturday, March 13.
Cost is a $15 donation to Project
Linus. Please designate the local San
Diego Project Linus Chapter when you
register. Project Linus-Home {Knit and
Crochet Along}
Thanks for all you do to contribute to
Seaside’s charity work.
Linda Duggan
Project Linus Chair
Seaside Quilt Guild
www.seasidequiltguild.com
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CORE STRENGTH from Chris B.

I want to bring your attention to a very important issue for a healthy life - especially for persons of
retirement age. That is the strength of our core. Often called the “core muscle” our core is actually a
set of muscles in four areas: the pelvic floor, abdominal wall, back, and diaphragm muscles.
This is HUGE for your fitness & wellness because your core muscles are some of the most important
in your body. They support your spine and your internal organs, and they power almost every
movement you make.
The problem is, our lifestyles work against having a strong core – and over time your muscles can get
weaker without you even realizing it. This can set you up for poor posture, injuries, aches & pains,
falls and more!
Have you noticed any of these warning signs?
FOUR WARNING SIGNS YOU HAVE A WEEK CORE

http://quiltingdigest.com/celebrate-the-harvest1. You have to use your arms to help you get out of bed
or out of a chair.

season-with-charming-quiltblocks/?fbclid=IwAR1bjYHSEg9amJSvnR9BIuVPQJN
This one can be super sneaky because you can do it subconsciously.
WndSXnJ-oytgsvWLsueN_msWjdj6NhlI
Here’s a TEST to try right now: sit down in a chair, wait a few seconds, and then stand up. Did you
automatically reach out to grab a table, desk, or even put your hands on your thighs to push you up?

Here’s another TEST to do first thing tomorrow morning: when you are still lying in bed, pay attention
to how you get up. Do you use your hands to push you into a sitting position to get up?
Both are signs your core could use some strengthening.
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CORE STRENGTH from Chris B.
2. You notice you’re slouching when you’re driving or at your desk or sewing machine.

This is another one of those subconscious signs.
The more (and longer) you sit, the more you’re apt to slouch. It only makes sense because over time
your muscles get tired of holding you up.
But this can make it harder for your lungs to expand when you breathe … it can make pretty much all
of the muscles in the front of your body become tight and inflexible … and can make you feel fatigued
and even depressed.
We should be sitting on our “sit-upon bones.” We should not be rolled back on our bum. TEST: Try it
and see how it feels.

http://quiltingdigest.com/celebrate-the-harvestseason-with-charming-quiltblocks/?fbclid=IwAR1bjYHSEg9amJSvnR9BIuVPQJN
WndSXnJ-oytgsvWLsueN_msWjdj6NhlI
3. Your balance is off.
Your core muscles help keep you stable, especially if you have to make any sudden moves, stand on
one foot, or do anything that involves rotating or twisting. For our age it also means stepping onto
something that puts us off-balance. A strong core will help you recover your balance before you hit
the ground.
TEST: Try standing on one foot for 15-30 and then repeat on the other side.
If you find yourself wobbling, try this: think about "zipping up" through your core muscles while you
stand on one foot. Did it help?
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CORE STRENGTH from Chris B.
4. You feel weak or off-balance when you do certain movements like a
throw or kick.
When you move with force, your core fires up to keep you stable –
especially during unilateral (one-sided) motions.
Not being able to generate much force is a sign your core is weak.
If you have noticed any of these it is time to start strengthening your
core. There are several videos on YouTube aimed at “seniors” that have
core strengthening exercises for your core. Go to YouTube and search for
Senior exercises core.
Here’s to your health, Chris
These are examples. I have not used them yet - Debbie
http://quiltingdigest.com/celebrate-the-harvestseason-with-charming-quiltblocks/?fbclid=IwAR1bjYHSEg9amJSvnR9BIuVPQJN
WndSXnJ-oytgsvWLsueN_msWjdj6NhlI
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VISIONS ART MUSEUM
Partnership Guild
Discount membership
http://weblink.donorperfect.com/guildmember

http://quiltingdigest.com/celebrate-the-harvestseason-with-charming-quiltblocks/?fbclid=IwAR1bjYHSEg9amJSvnR9BIuVPQJN
WndSXnJ-oytgsvWLsueN_msWjdj6NhlI
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Seaside Board Members 2020-2021
Meetings:
This month’s meeting:Tuesday, April 6
6:30 PM Social Time
7:00 PM Meeting Starts
Meetings are held on Zoom. Chris Bernet will
send out zoom information.
Newsletter:
Our newsletter is published monthly by
Seaside Quilters for our members and San
Diego area guilds.
The normal cutoff date for submissions to the
newsletter is the 15th of each month. Mail
your submissions to Debbie Murbach email:
debinkodesigns@gmail.com
Members are encouraged to submit
information about tips; upcoming quilt shows;
quilt shops visited; special recipes; or reviews
of new books. Seaside Quilters reserves the
right to edit articles for space. The
information presented herein is for the
education and benefit of our members.
Board Meetings
Board meetings will be held Monday prior to
the regular meeting at 7:00 pm on Zoom
Website:
https://seasidequiltguild.com/
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/SeasideQuilters/110905575667120

Elected Officers
President
Chris Bernet
V.P.
Lois Heath
Corresponding Secretary/
Comfort & Joy
Joyce McCarthy
Recording Secretary
Donna Hogle
Treasurer/ Budget
Barbie Lorentz
Appointed Officers
2020-21 Programs
Judy Uyemara,
Rebecca Johnson
2021-2023 Program Planner
Historian
Lois Heath
Parliamentarian / Bylaws Chair VACANT
Committees
Block of the Month
Deborah Lancaster
UFO Club
Judy Uyemara,
Debbie Murbach
Door Prizes
Patti Brown
Give & Take Table
Gillian Moss
Hospitality
Debbie Zeller, Julia
Lyons, Karen
Zappone, Sally Stovall
Membership/Quilt
Challenge
Patt Sietas
Newsletter
Debbie Murbach
Opportunity of the Month Cindy Feagle, Despo
Stevens
Project Linus
Linda Duggan
Quilting Sisters
Sally Stovall
Webmaster
Debbie Murbach
Other Activities & Charity Projects
Quilt til you Wilt
Deborah Lancaster,
Debbie Murbach
CCSA
Lois Heath
Kennel Comforts
Audrey Noonan
Old Town / History Quilting Evette Weiss, Patt
Seitas
Retreat Coordinator:
Sally Stovall
San Diego/Del Mar Fair: Cindy Feagle
San Diego Quilt Show
Evette Weiss, Despo
Stevens
SCCQG
Despo Stevens
Toy Drive/
Snowman Contact
Mary Ann Moga
Yarn for Ernie
Ruth Simon

We welcome members & guests alike who
love quilts or enjoy making them.
Our Annual Membership dues are $45.00
Guest Fee is $5.00 per meeting
Mailing Address:
PO Box 9964
San Diego, CA 92109
Email: seasidequilters@yahoo.com
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Seaside General Meeting March 2, 2021 via Zoom
Chris Bernet called the meeting to order at 6:35 p.m. with about 37 members watching.
The minutes were approved as posted.
Deborah Lancaster showed a sample of the April Block of the Month. The pattern will go out tomorrow.
Linda Duggan reported for Linus that Seaside members have made 80 quilts so far this year. She said that Ursula
will be having a TV interview about her Linus work. So far 43,000 quilts have been donated in SD County and the
first 16 were from Seaside.
Sally Stovall reported the May Retreat has been cancelled and the money transferred to Sept.
Gillian is planning a “Give and Take Bonanza” for April 6, our regular meeting day, in her driveway. We can sign up
for staggered shopping times, and the tables will be replenished hourly. Dropoffs will be the weekend before and
she said donations should be of good quality. She’s also planning a Silent Auction or Raffle that day. Sign up for a
time slot on Google Docs or e-mail her.
Ruth Simons is still collecting yarn for Ernie.
Joyce McCarthy sent cards to Thelma Creamer, Bette Fischer and Helen Hillman. She needs us to notify her if we
learn anyone needs a card.
Christina Orciuoli delivered almost 200 completed masks Seaside made from the donated fabric. Thanks to
Rebecca Johnson and the Estrins for the cutting effort and to everyone who helped.
Patt Seitas proposed moving the Challenge to Sept. when we can meet in person for a Quilt Show. Patti Brown
asked for a show of hands on who already has their second shot and many responded so we can look to a live
meeting in Sept.
Sue Steven and Sally Stovall have quilts entered in the Sewing Machines Plus Contest and asked for our votes.
Judy Uyemura introduced the Speaker, Janice Rivera, who is a Certified Laura Heine Collage Instructor. She had
many beautiful projects to share and will be having a Zoom Workshop tomorrow.
Chris put our sharing on the Zoom screen and we had a chance to describe them. Chris showed the April
Opportunity, a 60 x 80 red and green beauty and urged us to get our money to Cindy Feagle to get a chance to
own it.
The UFO drawing was won by Patti Brown.
The Block of the Month winner was Judy Uyemura.
The Opportunity quilt earned $185 and was won by Ginny Pence.
Zoom “Quilt Till You Wilt” is next Tuesday and Chris will open the meeting 10-4, everyone is invited.
Meeting was adjourned at 9:05.
Respectfully Submitted,

Donna Hogle
Recording Secretary
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Seaside Zoom Board Meeting Monday, March 1, 2021
Chris Bernet called the meeting to order at 5:48 p.m. There were 14 board members online; Gillian
Moss, Debbie Murbach, Joyce McCarthy, Linda Duggan, Judy Uyemura, Sally Stovall, Donna Hogle,
Lois Heath, Barbie Lorentz, Deborah Lancaster, Patt Seitas, Cindy Feagle, Donna Hogle.
A motion was made and seconded to approve the previous minutes.
Treasurer Barbie Lorentz reported a $150. Linus batting expense and $500 for the Speaker. The
Opportunity earned $15.
Joyce McCarthy sent Get Well cards to Bette Fisher and Helen Hillman and visited Thelma Creamer.
Judy Uyemura has finished contracting programs for 2021 and 22 and Helen Hillman will be doing it
next year.
Chris said Christina will be delivering tomorrow180 masks we made from the Lush Fabric. She also
suggested a Monthly “Stash Busting” Zoom possibly on the 3rd Friday of the month.
Cindy reported the Patti Brown’s March Opportunity has brought in $200. The June Opportunity is the
Board Basket and we were encouraged to think about what to send to Rebecca for inclusion. Some
people are going to offer “Experiences” for example, Lois Heath’s husband will prepare a special
Brunch for 4 and some have offered local boating trips.
Gillian Moss said the Give and Take Yard Sale will be in April, and suggested our regular meeting day.
Strategies were discussed to stagger visitors into time slots to avoid overcrowding. She said she will
keep adding items all day. It was suggested that we might also do a Raffle at the same time to
maximize revenue since people will be able to view the item.
Deb Lancaster will have a new Block of the Month to show tomorrow.
Deb Murbach has updated the web site “Seaside Quilt Guild.com” to include the Visions Show Seaside
did.
Linda Duggan reported 80 quilts turned in so far this year and will share some pictures at tomorrow’s
Zoom.
Patt Seitas suggested that the Sept. Meeting show the Challenge Quilts as well as the Visions
Projects.
Deb Lancaster is working on the Newspaper submission. Her Mask Count Survey showed we have
made 31,000 Masks.
Linda said that Ursula has an upcoming interview, 43,000 Linus Quilts so far and the first 16 from us.
Tomorrow’s meeting will open at 6:15 for the 6:30 meeting and the speaker is set for 7:00 pm.
Meeting was adjourned at 6:40.
Respectfully Submitted,
Donna Hogle, Recording Secretary
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